
Calling Doctor Love, performed by Kiss Eb F# Db Ab Solo (Verse chords)

Intro: (Verse) They call me 

(doctor love)

Eb F# Db Ab And even though I'm full of sin I am a doctor of love 

Eb F# Db Ab In the end you'll let me in (calling doctor love)

You let me through, there's nothing you can do I've got the cure you're thinking of 

Eb F# Db Ab You need my love and don't you know it's true (calling doctor love)

Eb F# Db Ab

(Verse) They call me 

Verse: (doctor love)

So baby please, get on your knees I am your doctor of love 

Eb                     F# There are no bills, there are no fees (calling doctor love)

You need my love baby oh so bad Baby I know what your problem is I've got the cure you're thinking of 

Db                          Ab the first step of the cure is (calling doctor love)

You're not the only one I've ever had a kiss

Eb                    F# They call me 

And if I say I wanna set you free (Chorus) (doctor Love)

F#         Db              C/B     Db They call medoctor of Love 

Don't you know you'll be in misery So call me (calling doctor Love)

(doctor Love) I've got the cure you're thinking of 

Chorus: They call me doctor Love (calling doctor Love)

(calling doctor Love)

      Eb I'm your doctor of love Love Love

They call me (calling doctor Love) (doctor love)

       Db love love love

(doctor Love) (drums) (calling doctor love)

                    Eb love love love

They call me doctor Love They call me (calling doctor love) ...(fade out)

                Db (doctor Love)

(calling doctor Love) They call me doctor Love You can also tune down a half step, and play from 

                                   Eb (calling doctor Love) E, that probably how it's don in the record

I've got the cure you're thinking of I've got the cure you're thinking of 

               C/B    Db (calling doctor love)

(calling doctor Love)


